
INTELLIGENT 111 

Chapter 111: A Challenge From Someone 

Yu Qi found her friends together with Fung Meng Xuan. They just outside the shooting club ground. 

They were among the audience that watched Yu Qi shoot. 

"Yu Qi, you are amazing. How do you know to shot?" Song Ha Ting asked about that. 

Yu Qi smiled. "I learn about it before." 

"I hear that you living in a remote area. So where are you learn about that?" Fung Meng Xuan asked. She 

felt that Yu Qi learned from Long Hui since Long Hui was in the military. 

Yu Qi totally ignored Fung Meng Xuan. The atmosphere became weird. Fung Meng Xuan was 

embarrassed since Yu Qi did not answer her. 

Liang Heng Pao spoke to Yu Qi asking the same question that Fung Meng Xuan asked just now. "Yeah, Yu 

Qi. Tell us. Where do you learn it?" 

"The place that I grow up has a military camp. I sneak up once and saw the training once." Yu Qi lied to 

them. Of course, that was not true. It was the same excuse she used to Long Hui about her shooting. 

"I see. But by only learn once, you can shoot very well. As expected genius." Song Ha Ting praised Yu Qi. 

Fung Meng Xuan grabbed her hand behind her back. She grabbed so hard that she could feel the pain. 

Yu Qi ignored her again. 'Who do you think you are? If not because of that handsome man, I will not 

thicken my face talking to you.' 

Yu Qi saw Fung Meng Xuan's expression by one glance. 'What? Angry? I told you from the beginning, 

don't talk to me. You are the shameless person who wants to speak to me.' 

They walked around again. Yu Qi saw the second club that she wished to see. The martial arts club. 

Many students were gathered around the stage. The two men were waiting to fight. At their hands, they 

held two wooden sticks that its long similar to a sword. Then the match began. 

Yu Qi knew quickly what kind of martial arts shown by them a few moments after the match started. It 

was Arnis. The martial art from the Philippines. She happened to know about this martial art when she 

went through a part of the martial art section in her space. She thought it was interesting so she kind of 

learns Arnis martial art with her instructor. 

Ten minutes later, the match was finished. The referee asked if someone wanted to try to learn the 

martial art. Yu Qi was eager to try. She practiced it with her instructor but not with an alive human. So, 

she wanted to test. 

One of the men that fighting before showed some easy moves for Yu Qi to learn. She pretended to learn 

it. Then she asked the men as her sparring partner. The man accepted. 

Yu Qi began sparring with the man. She attacked the man with the moves that the man taught before. 

Slowly she increased her speed. The man shocked. This girl's speed increased. She became more and 

faster attacked the man. She used more complex techniques to attack the man. 



Then she stopped when her weapon was right in front of the man's face. Yu Qi retreated her weapon 

and thank the man for the match. The audience was cheering for her. 

"Come and join our club. You are talented to learn martial arts." The man invited Yu Qi. 

"Thank you, senior. However, I want to check other clubs as well." Yu Qi did not reject them directly. 

"Hey, that girl was at the shooting ground just now, right?" 

"Yeah, I saw she shot the bullseyes. It was amazing. I bet that people in the shooting club want her to 

enter their club as well." 

"I think she should enter the martial arts club. The way she fighting is beautiful. Like she was dancing." 

Many students who came to see the clubs talked about Yu Qi. The one who been talked about was 

ignorant of the talk about her and focused on what she wanted to do. 

"Where do you want to go next, Yu Qi?" Song Ha Ting excited to see what Yu Qi would do next. 

"Archery. It should be fun." Yu Qi was also excited. 

Students who been heard Yu Qi talked to her friend about she wanted to go to see the archery club 

spread among the students. They wanted to see what she was going to do at the archery club. Yu Qi 

went to the archery club. 

However, she was totally shocked when she saw many students at the archery club. 'Do they all want to 

check the archery club? Archery club is very famous.' Yu Qi nodded. She thought it was going to be hard 

to check the club with many people here. 

"I gave up. There are many students here. I will check them later." Yu Qi turned and wanted to leave. 

"Wait." 

Yu Qi heard the word but she did not stop. She did not think that the owner of the voice was referring to 

her. 

"You, I said wait. Can you hear me?" Yu Qi was blocked by someone. Well, not someone. That, someone, 

had been followed by another two girls as well. There was a group of 3 girls. 

"Sorry, I don't know that you talked to me just now." Yu Qi apologized. 

"Humph. Excuse." The girl behind said arrogantly. 

"She already apologizes." Song Ha Ting retorted. 

"So, why you telling me to wait?" Yu Qi was still not angry at seeing their attitude. 

"Come and compete with me in archery." The girl in front of Yu Qi smiled innocently. 

Chapter 112: Three Arrows 

"Compete with you?" 

"Yes." The girl was waiting for Yu Qi to answer. 



"Why should I?" Yu Qi was uninterested in the challenge. There was no point for Yu Qi to compete with 

her. 

"Sister Qiang, I think she is scared." The girl behind mocked Yu Qi. 

"Sister Qiang, I think so too." Another girl behind also mocked Yu Qi. 

"From your uniform, you are from the archery club, am I right?" Yu Qi was still not influenced by the two 

girls provoke. 

"Of course, Sister Qiang is the no.2 in the archery club." The girl proudly told Yu Qi about the girl that 

wanted to compete with her. 

"You are no. 2 in the archery club. So, you must be very good at doing the archery. Then, tell me why 

should I compete with you?" Yu Qi asked the reason. 

The girls were stunned by Yu Qi's sentences. Now that sentences attracted other people around her. 

They recognized Yu Qi was the girl that everyone talked about. The sentences sounded like Yu Qi 

seemed to be forced to compete with the other girl in an archery uniform. 

"Miss, I just hear about your rumor. You seem to have talent in the archery. So, I want to see it." The girl 

that was known as Sister Qiang corrected the two girls' words. 

"I see. I will compete with you then. But in one condition, I want those two girls to apologize to me in 

the public right after this competition for mocking me if I win this competition." Yu Qi said with a smile 

while narrowing her eyes. 

The two girls felt scared when looking at the Yu Qi. She looked she was smiling but her eyes not. They 

thought she would devour them alive if they looked longer at Yu Qi. So they lowered their heads. 

"Okay. Sure. No problem. I'm Meng Qiang Su. A third-year student in business management. Nice to 

you, Junior." Meng Qiang Su introduced herself. 

"I'm Tang Yu Qi. A first-year student in the medical course. Nice to meet you, Senior." Yu Qi also 

introduced herself in the same manner as Meng Qiang Su. 

"Then let's go to the archery training ground." Meng Qiang Su invited Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi followed her lead. There were some people on the training ground. 

"What are you doing, Meng Qiang Su?" A man came and asked Meng Qiang Su. That man was Bai Shu 

Jin. 

Yu Qi frowned when she saw Bai Shu Jin here. How could she forget? This man in her previous life was 

very interested in the archery. Even after he finished his study, he always involved in the archery in his 

free time. 

"I bring someone to compete with me. This is the person." Meng Qiang Su smiled at Bai Shu Jin. 

"She will not compete with you." Bai Shu Jin disapproved. 

"Why? She already agreed with me." Meng Qiang Su became alerted. 



"She just recovered from sickness. It was not wise to her body." Bai Shu Jin showed some care to Yu Qi. 

"Thank you for your consideration, Senior Bai Shu Jin but I'm fine." Yu Qi rejected his kindness. She did 

not need it. 

Meng Qiang Su did not like the interaction between Bai Shu Jin and this new student. This new student 

already on her nerves when Meng Qiang Su heard about her today. It should be Meng Qiang Su. All the 

first-year students should be talking about her. Not this new student. 

That why she challenged that new student so that she could crush her. Now, her crush showed some 

different attention to that new student. Her level of hate on that new student increased. 

"I will explain the rule. A person can shot three arrows. The closer the arrow landed on the target board 

at the bullseyes, the higher the point that we get. The sum of the points will determine the winner. Are 

you clear?" Meng Qiang Su explained the rule. 

The rule was very simple. The more point, the better. Yu Qi nodded understood the rule. 

"So, should we start now?" Meng Qiang Su asked Yu Qi while raising her bow confidently. 

Yu Qi nodded. "The older one can go first." 

Everyone that standing near them laughed when hearing Yu Qi addressed Meng Qiang Su. This new 

student's mouth was quite venomous. 

Meng Qiang Su ignored her. She assumed Yu Qi wanted to disturb her concentration. She standing in an 

elegant posture and released the first arrow. The arrow landed to the '8' point. Then she proceeds to 

the second and third arrows. They landed on the '9' point. She was very happy to see the result. It was 

her best. She betted that the girl could not suppress her result. She sneered at Yu Qi. Then she placed 

the bow at the table behind her. 

Yu Qi only smiled when looking at the result. She admitted that Meng Qiang Su's result was very 

excellent. Meng Qiang Su exceeded her expectations. 

"Miss Tang, it's your turn." Meng Qiang Su said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi moved to the table and took the same bow that Meng Qiang Su used. 

Yu Qi was testing the bow. The bow was fine. She then grabbed three arrows at once. The audience was 

curious about why she took three arrows at once. With the three arrows, she drew the bow. 

Everyone suddenly shocked by what they seeing in front of them. How can the petite looking girl 

shooting three arrows at once? Even the best archer in the club, Bai Shu Jin only could shot at least two 

arrows. 

Yu Qi glanced at Meng Qiang Su before she re-aim and released the three arrows. The arrows flew faster 

to the target. Meng Qiang Su was nervous. She was hoping that the arrows would not reach the target. 

However, she was bound to disappoint. The three arrows landed straight in the middle target board 

indicated the '10' point. 

Chapter 113: Join The Clubs 



Yu Qi looked at the arrows she shot just now. The winner was clear. She turned to Meng Qiang Su. Meng 

Qiang Su looked very paled as she watched the result. She had lost to a new student. It was very 

embarrassing. 

Yu Qi approached Meng Qiang Su. "Senior Meng Qiang Su, I had won. So can you please instruct your 

little juniors to apologize to me in public, right now." Yu Qi demanded. 

Meng Qiang Su grabbed her finger hard making the fist. Even though she was not the one who 

apologized to Yu Qi in public, but she felt that she was the one who been apologized to Yu Qi. It was very 

humiliated. 

"Siang He, Dong Ying, apologize to Miss Tang in public for mocking her." Meng Qiang Su instructed her 

junior sisters. 

The two girls came forward unwillingly and facing Yu Qi. "We are sorry for mocking you." They said in a 

loud voice and now ninety degrees. 

"Okay. I forgave you." Yu Qi said in a small smile. 

They quickly ran away leaving the training ground. Yu Qi also wanted to leave. 

"Wait." Her path had been blocked by Bai Shu Jin. 

"Come and join us. You are talen..." 

"No." Yu Qi rejected him. 

Bai Shu Jin was stunned with her rejection. He really wanted this girl to join their archery club. One of 

the reasons why he wanted her to join the club was her talent in archery. The other reason, he wanted 

to get to know her. She was the first-year student in the medical course. It might hard to see her. So, if 

she joined the club, he would have time to see her. 

"You can join as a trial first. If you still can't, you can leave." Bai Shu Jin still tried. 

"Not interested. Sorry." Yu Qi still rejected. How could she join the archery club now after knowing that 

Bai Shu Jin was also a member in the club? Not to mention he was the captain. She hated him. Seeing 

and talking to him like this, her hated increased. If she saw him more often, her hate might consume her 

again. She could not let that to happen again. 

"Ungrateful. Bai Shu Jin personally invited you to join this club." Meng Qiang Su said to Yu Qi. 

"So, what? You tell me if he invited me to join, so I have to follow like a dog?" Now she attacked Meng 

Qiang Su. 

"You..." 

"Enough Meng Qiang Su." Bai Shu Jin stopped Meng Qiang Su from talking nonsense anymore. Then he 

turned to Yu Qi. "Miss Tang is invited to join us anytime you wish." 

Yu Qi left without acknowledged anything from Bai Shu Jin. She already decided she would not join the 

archery club. While the shooting club and martial arts club seemed very attempting to her. 



"Finally I found you." A man stopped running in front of her. "I want to talk to you." 

"I also want to talk to her." Another man took some air to stabilize his breath. 

Yu Qi recognized them as the senior in the shooting club and her opponent in the martial arts just now. 

She wondered why were they here. 

"I want you to join our club." The two men said the same thing at the same time. 

Yu Qi stunned. 

"I'm here first." The man in the martial arts club said. 

"Miss Tang went to the shooting club first." The man in the shooting club said. 

"Calm down. Can we go somewhere to sit and talk about this?" Yu Qi became the peacemaker. 

"Okay." 

"Alright." 

Three of them went to the cafe nearby. Yu Qi sat opposite to two men. 

"Senior, I'm very interested to join your club but I'm a person. I could not possibly be in two places at 

the same time." Yu Qi started the discussion. 

The two men looked at each other. They nodded. 

"Miss Tang, our club practice at different times. So, it is possible for you to join two clubs at the same 

time." The man from the shooting club said. 

"But can I join two clubs at the same time?" Yu Qi asked. She did not know the rule. 

"Of course, you can. The university allows the students to join clubs at the same time. It will depend on 

the student to manage their own time." The man from the martial arts club answered her question. 

"I see. Okay. I will join both of the clubs." 

"Great. I completed our task. My president will not angry with me." The man from the martial arts took 

a relief breath. 

"Me too. My captain will be happy with this news." The man from shooting club smiled. 

"Oh, my name is Jung Xi Wan. Vice President of the martial arts club." 

"I'm Man He Jing. Second in command of the shooting club." 

"I'm Tang Yu Qi. Nice to meet you, Senior Jung Xi Wan, Senior Man He Jing." 

Chapter 114: I'sm Simply Hate You 

Yu Qi woke up feeling refresh. Aoi also woke up together with his master. He was waiting for his master 

at the door to go out for their morning exercise. They went out of the room. As usual, the early morning 

at the female hostel was silent. Only a few girls already woke up. 



Yu Qi started to stretch and jogging. She saw someone of the student that also do the morning jogging. 

After 1 hour of jogging, she went back to the hostel. On her way back, she saw someone that she did not 

want to see. 

"Hi, Miss Tang." Bai Shu Jin greeted her. 

Yeah, it was Bai Shu Jin. The last time she saw him on the day she checked the clubs. She gave an 

indifferent look to Bai Shu Jin. Then she turned to walk away from him. 

"Wait." Bai Shu Jin grabbed her hand. 

Then he heard some growl like an angry dog. He looked around and saw a Siberian puppy growled to 

him. It looked very angry. 

Aoi growled angrily to this man. He remembered this man was the reason that his master was out of 

control. He could not let this man near his master. He would lose his master. 

Bai Shu Jin quickly let go Yu Qi's hand and stepped back. He could see that the puppy was protecting Yu 

Qi. Even though it was a puppy, Bai Shu Jin could not take the risk of being bitten by a puppy. 

"Miss Tang, I just want to have a little talk with you." Bai Shu Jin used his charm. He knew girls could not 

resist his charm. Yu Qi maybe likes them too. 

"Senior Bai, there is nothing to us to talk with." Yu Qi was eyeing Bai Shu Jin with cold eyes. 

"But..." 

"Let me tell you. I don't want to have any kind of relationship with you, not even friend." Yu Qi stated 

her true feeling. 

"For what's the reason?" 

"I simply hate you. Is this reason enough?" Yu Qi did not wait for his response left the place. 

Bai Shu Jin stunned at the place. This is the first time a girl said that she hated him for no reason. He did 

not know what he did wrong. The first time he met her at the orientation program. But at the moment, 

he just saw she coughed some blood and faint right away. 

The second time, at the treatment room. He became relief when he heard that she gained 

consciousness. He wanted to visit her but embarrassed. He was lucky that his friend wanted to visit her 

so he accompanied them. When he met her eyes, he could tell that he was unwelcome there. 

Then when he saw a man ran inside and hugged her without any objection from her, he felt like his 

heart had been sliced. He felt very uncomfortable. Even he did not know why he felt like this. 

..... 

The class for the first semester began. Yu Qi felt nostalgic. She already experienced university life thank 

his grandfather in her past life. 

Song Ha Ting took the same class with Yu Qi sat beside her sighed. 



"Yu Qi, I start to think whether I'm fit or not to be a doctor." Song Ha Ting said while sighed several 

times. 

"It just a beginning. How can you give up?" Ding Na An said to encourage her friend. 

"That's right." Yu Qi also agreed with that. "But let me ask you something. Is this your choice to study 

medical course?" 

"Yes, it is my choice. I want to become a doctor to help everyone." Sing Ha Ting strike some pose. 

Ding Na An laughed and Yu Qi sighed. They noticed sometimes Song Ha Ting behaves like a kid. 

"Let go eat. I'm hungry." Ding Na An invited two of them. 

So, they went to the nearby cafe. Well nearby...It took almost 20 minutes walking. They have to go to 

the outside cafe because the cafe inside the medical faculty building undergoes some renovation. The 

renovation might take about four to five months to complete. 

On their way to the cafe, they encountered someone. Yu Qi narrowed her eyes when saw that person. 

Like other say, the enemy always bumped in a narrow way. 

"Hi. Are you on the way for lunch too?" The cheerful voice belonged to Fung Meng Xuan. 

She was together with her three friends. Look like she also on the way for lunch. 

"Yes." Song Ha Ting answered her. 

"What a coincidence, we also go for lunch. We can lunch together." Fung Meng Xuan invited them. 

Of course, it was her camouflage. She wanted to see Yu Qi and have some talk to her. This would 

increase the relationship between them. With that, she could freely ask about Long Hui. 

"No." Yu Qi quickly rejected that. 

They were stunned especially the three of Fung Meng Xuan's friend. Ding Na An and Song Ha Ting 

already knew about her dislike toward Fung Meng Xuan, so they were not surprised when Yu Qi rejected 

that idea of having lunch with Fung Meng Xuan. 

"But why Yu Qi?" Fung Meng Xuan asked in a hurt voice. 

"Because I don't like it. And Miss Fung, we are not close. Please call me Miss Tang." Yu Qi answered her 

bluntly. 

"She is kind to ask you to join the lunch. Why are you acting like this?" One of Fung Meng Xuan snapped. 

Fung Meng Xuan was her friend. She could not sit and do nothing when her friend was treated in a 

ridiculous way. 

"So, if she asks, I have to follow her? Who you think she is? The princess?" Yu Qi retorted. "It is my 

choice to accept and reject." Yu Qi gave some cold look to that girl. 

That girl felt like a knife had been pointed to her neck when she looked at Yu Qi's eyes. 



"Let's go. I'm hungry. Sorry, Miss Fung. We can't join you." Song Ha Ting pulled Yu Qi from there. Ding 

Na An just followed them. 

Chapter 115: It's Mine 

Yu Qi brought chicken rice while Song Ha Ting ordered some spaghetti and Ding Na An brought hotspot 

noodles. They took their food and sat down at the table. 

They began to enjoy their lunch. Ding Na An totally hungry eating the noodles very fast. Ten minutes, 

she finished her meal. She just had to wait for her friends to finish their meal. 

"Hmm... Yu Qi, can I ask you something?" Ding Na An hesitated to ask the question. 

"I guess you want to know why I act like that toward Miss Fung Meng Xuan." Yu Qi made a guess. 

Ding Na An smiled awkwardly. Song Ha Ting also wanted to know the reason. 

"Instinct." She answered in a single word. 

Song Ha Ting: "Huh?" 

Din Na An: "What?" 

"I just find uncomfortable being friend with her. Just that reason." Yu Qi ignored the reaction from her 

friends. "I want to befriend to someone that I'm comfortable with. So I don't have to be on my guard." 

Song Ha Ting and Ding Na An looked at each other. They thought it was very reasonable to Yu Qi felt 

that. 

"I see. Well, I can't comment on that. It is your choice." Song Ha Ting nodded her head. 

"Me too." Ding Na An also agreed with Song Ha Ting's statement. 

"Woof." A cute voice of the dog barking at them. 

'Master, I'm hungry.' Aoi appeared at Yu Qi's legs. 

"Kyaa!! Aoi is here." Song Ha Ting behaved like a crazy fan. She always reacted like this when seeing Aoi. 

A first, Aoi was putting a guard against her but after a while, he became familiar with Song Ha Ting. So, 

his guard was down. Letting Song Ha Ting do whatever she wants to do. 

Ding Na An shakes her hand several times. She already knew that this girl had an extreme like toward Yu 

Qi's dog. Yu Qi's dog seemed a clever dog. She also likes him but not so extreme like Song Ha Ting. 

"Aoi, wait here. I will get some food for you." Yu Qi finished her meal and went to buy food for Aoi. 

'Master, please come back quickly. I don't like to stay with this girl. She is weird.' Aoi talked to her 

through telepathy. 

"Don't worry. It's not going to take a long time." Yu Qi patted his head. 

Sometimes Ding Na An felt that Yu Qi and her dog could talk to each other when seeing their 

interaction. 



Song Ha Ting was playing with Aoi's paws while Aoi completely ignored her. She did not mind Aoi's 

attitude toward her. She already felt blessed that he letting her touched him like this. She had extreme 

like to dogs, however, dogs seemed to hate her. They ran away if they saw her. Not to mention patted 

them. So when looked at Aoi, she was grateful because Aoi did not run away like most other dogs. 

"Ha Ting, what a cute puppy you have." The girl in the Fung Meng Xuan's group before came and looked 

at Aoi. 

"This is not mine." Song Ha Ting denied it. 

"Really? So can I have it?" 

"Ren Shiang, please find your own." Ding Na An said. She knew the girl since kindergarten. 

"Na An, mind your own business, okay. This puppy is not yours. Not her. So why can't I take it?" Yi Ren 

Shiang talked arrogantly. 

"Why...Because it's mine." Yu Qi was backed with food in her hand. 

"Woof." 'Master, she wants to take me.' Aoi complained to Yu Qi. 

"Don't worry. I'm here. I will not her take you." Aoi smiled and patted his head. 

"So, will you back out? He is mine." Yu Qi's sharp look gave a chill to Yi Ren Shiang. 

"Same bird really packed together." Yu Qi commented before Yi Ren Shiang before the girl turned 

around and left. Yi Ren Shiang heard that comment. She really wondered what was Yu Qi meant by that 

comment. 

"That girl always fond of the cute animal." Ding Na An paused then continued, "I know her since 

kindergarten. You should be careful. Look like she really likes Aoi." 

"Hear that Aoi. Be careful." Yu Qi gave a meaningful look to Aoi. 

'So if she wants to take me, can I play with her?' Aoi looked at Yu Qi. Of course, 'play' meant something 

else. 

'Sure.' Yu Qi answered him through telepathy. 

"Before I forget, this is your food." Yu Qi gave the food to Aoi. 

Aoi was very happy seeing the food. He ate the food that worth for a big dog. 

"I really wondered how can a small puppy took that big amount of food. Where did he store the food?" 

Ding Na An looked at Aoi. 

"I'm also curious about that." Yu Qi also made that comment. 

'Master~~~ I'm still growing. So I need many foods.' Aoi still did not stop eating while answering Yu Qi. 

"Aoi is still growing. Of course, he needs to eat many foods." Song Ha Ting answered the two girls. 

Yu Qi smiled. This Song Ha Ting really loves dogs. She wondered what will be her reaction if this girl 

knew Aoi was not a normal dog. Aoi finished all his food. 



They heard some noise around. Turned out the noise came from the girls at the cafe. The girls made 

some noise when they saw that person came to the cafe. Their reaction looks like that person was a 

celebrity came over the cafe. 

Chapter 116: Public Confession 

Yu Qi also turned to that person who been talking about. She narrowed her eye while showed some cold 

smile. Why she reacted like this? It was because of Bai Shu Jin. 

People talked about Bai Shu Jin. He normally not appeared in this cafe so making others especially 

women turned like crazy fans. Bai Shu Jin had a faint smile on his face. His fans were very happy seeing 

their idol smiled. 

"It's Senior Bai Shu Jin. How handsome he is." Song Ha Ting praised Bai Shu Jin. 

Ding Na An and Yu Qi did not any reaction. They looked at each other and smiled. Yu Qi felt that she 

found someone that did not fall into Bai Shu Jin's charm. 

Bai Shu Jin seemed to find someone. His eyes lifted up when he saw the person that he tried to find was 

there. His feet quickly went to that person. 

Song Ha Ting was dumbfounded when she saw his idol coming to their table. Bai Shu Jin stopped right in 

front of their table. Now she wondered why he was coming here. 

"Miss Tang, can I talk to you?" Bai Shu Jin greeted Yu Qi. 

Aoi who been totally comfortable sitting in Yu Qi's lap jumped down and growled to Bai Shu Jin. This 

man again. He always found his way to talk to his master. He had been stalking his master every 

morning when they went outside from their morning exercise. He always wanted to talk to his master. 

Unfortunately for him, his master totally ignored him. Now he was here again. 

He always hated him because he was the reason his master consumed by hate. Even though his master 

seemed to be fine lately seeing this man, but he could not feel anything but worry. 

"Aoi, calm down." Yu Qi's word making him stopped growling to Bai Shu Jin. 

Aoi turned and jumped back to Yu Qi's lap. He looked indifferent but he stayed alert. 

"Can I speak to you alone?" Bai Shu Jin was eyeing her two friends. 

Song Ha Ting stood up and wanted to pull Ding Na An away but been stopped by Yu Qi's words. 

"Not need to chase my friends. There is no much difference whether they are here or not." Yu Qi said 

coldly. 

Bai Shu Jin's expression did not change much. He still had a faint smile on his face. 

"Then, I will say it here." Bai Shu Jin kneeled on his one knee. 

Seeing Bai Shu Jin behaved like this, she wondered what he was planning to do. However, she did not 

stop him. She just waited for the next scene. 



"Miss Tang, I have fallen in love with you. I hope you will consider my feeling." Bai Shu Jin just made a 

public confession. 

Bai Shu Jin's confession made her fans shocked by what they had seen. Their idol confessed to someone 

in public. They made a noise sound. The boys cheered for Bai Shu Jin. They admired his courage to 

confess in public. Not only they cheered Bai Shu Jin for that reason. If Bai Shu Jin already had a girlfriend, 

they could start wooing their crush. 

However, the person had been confessed did not have much reaction. She just sat there looking straight 

to Bai Shu Jin. 

'I prefer that Long Hui, master. He is much better than this man.' Aoi sounded his opinion to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi wanted to cough hearing his puppy's opinion but she endured it. Aoi's statement made her 

remembered a handsome man with that dashing man. 

"Miss Tang, I'm sincere with you. I hope you can be my girlfriend." Bai Shu Jin talked again. 

The boys cheered and said, 'Accept' a few times. Yu Qi wondered is the boys been paid by Bai Shu Jin to 

act like this. 

Bai Shu Jin smiled. The audience really helped him. He tried to talk to Yu Qi but this girl did not give him 

any chance. He always waiting for Yu Qi during her morning exercise but Yu Qi always avoided him. After 

making a few tries, he gave up that attempt. 

He began to think another way. He thought Yu Qi would not be able to avoid him if he approached her 

in public with many students were watching. 

Among the audience that had been watching Bai Shu Jin's public confession, there was a girl who been 

watching it with pure hate. It was not a coincidence that she hated that girl in their first meeting. 

She was Meng Qiang Su, the defeated girl in the archery competition. Seeing Bai Shu Jin acted like this 

for that girl, her heart was boiling with anger. She hated Bai Shu Jin acted out of his character. 

She loved Bai Shu Jin when she was first met him. He was very handsome. She could tell that he came 

from a renowned family. He was indifferent to others. Every girl wanted to be in his eye but he did not 

give them any space. 

He liked archery. So, in order to be with him, she also entered the archery club. She also practiced very 

hard to master the archery until she had been called as archery queen by the club members. She liked it 

because Bai Shu Jin had been called as archery king. It made her and Bai Shu Jin was an unofficial couple. 

Now that girl called Tang Yu Qi appeared and destroyed all of them. First, that girl defeated her in 

archery making her embarrassed in front of others. The worse thing Tang Yu Qi had done was she stole 

Bai Shu Jin's heart making him confessed to her in public. 

Meng Qiang Su hated that girl. Hated that girl so much. So much that she could kill that girl. She was 

trembling so much. If she had a now right now, she could just shot an arrow to that girl. Only that she 

would satisfy. 

Chapter 117: I Already Have A Boyfriend 



Back to Yu Qi and Bai Shu Jin 

Yu Qi had been wondered. Is this man really Bai Shu Jin or just another man with a similar face? Bai Shu 

Jin in her past life would not behave like this. His pride would not allow him to do something like this. 

"Miss Tang, if you can't accept me right now, can you consider it first?" Bai Shu Jin still talking to win Yu 

Qi's heart. 

Yu Qi did not want to be here anymore so she wanted to end this nonsense. What excuse that she could 

use right now? Owh. That one might work. 

"Sorry to disappoint you, Senior Bai Shu Jin but I already have a boyfriend." Yu Qi's statement like a 

bomb to Bai Shu Jin. 

"Are you kidding right?" 

"I already have a boyfriend. I think Bai Shu Jin already meet him." The second bomb had been thrown to 

Bai Shu Jin. 

Bai Shu Jin frowned. Yeah. He remembered meeting someone but he did not clarify their relationship. 

He remembered that man's attitude to Yu Qi. 

"I hope Senior Bai Shu Jin could give up. I love him. He also loves me. We are together. I don't think 

Senior Bai Shu Jin will make us break up, right?" Yu Qi's voice could be heard by people surrounding 

because there was a silent. 

After that, people began to talk. 

"That girl already has a boyfriend?" 

"She should break up with her boyfriend and go with Senior Bai Shu Jin." 

"Do you want your girlfriend to break up with you just to be with a handsome man?" 

"No!" 

"Is her boyfriend handsome?" 

"Senior Bai Shu Jin, don't be sad. We are here." 

"That girl really loves her boyfriend." 

"I recognized this girl. Is this girl the one who won the archery competition with our queen archery? I 

think she is." 

"What's queen archery? She already defected by that girl." 

"No wonder Senior Bai Shu Jin falls in love with that girl." 

Many whispers could be heard around them. Yu Qi watched Bai Shu Jin's expression. Bai Shu Jin also 

watched Yu Qi's expression. Bai Shu Jin stood up from his knee. 

"Miss Tang, are you really have a boyfriend?" Bai Shu Jin asked with a lower voice. 



"Yes, of course. He is the one. I'm his girlfriend." Yu Qi answered with a sweet smile. 

Bai Shu Jin grinned his teeth. He really wanted this girl to be his girlfriend. From the moment she fainted 

and he carried her to the treatment room, he already interested in this girl. He wanted to get close to 

this girl. But she avoided him like he was a virus. 

Bai Shu Jin did not know why he became interested in this girl. However, from her presence herself, he 

could feel that she was different from other girls. Other girls might be drooling with her charming look 

but she was not. 

(A/T: How can she be drooling by your look? Long Hui is more charming than you.) 

"Well, then, Senior Bai Shu Jin, we get a class to go. Excuse me." Yu Qi took her belonging and walked 

away from the scene. 

Ding Na An also left the scene pulling Song Ha Ting who in the confusion state. 

"Is that girl really reject Senior Bai Shu Jin?" 

"I wonder how is her boyfriend look making she did not even consider to become his girlfriend?" 

"Maybe her boyfriend is more handsome than Senior Bai Shu Jin." 

"Maybe he is richer than Senior Bai Shu Jin." 

................ 

"Aoi, go back." Yu Qi ordered him to go back. 

'Can I follow you to the class? I promise I will behave.' Aoi made a sad look. 

Yu Qi looked at Aoi's face. Aoi used his cutest look to win Yu Qi's heart. Yu Qi hardened her heart. 

"Aoi." Yu Qi sighed. 

'Okay, I will go back. Master, I want delicious food to share with Bo Ya.' Aoi said delightedly. 

"Alright." Yu Qi agreed. 

"Yu Qi, do you really have a boyfriend?" Song Ha Ting asked curiously. 

"No." Yu Qi answered clearly. 

"Then why are you saying you have a boyfriend?" Song Ha Ting naively asking that question. 

"Because she doesn't like Senior Bai Shu Jin." Ding Na An knocked gently Song Ha Ting's forehead. 

Yu Qi just smiled seeing Ding Na An told the truth to Song Ha Ting. 

"Eh, why? Senior Bai Shu Jin looks handsome and nice. I heard from others. There are a lot of girls who 

want to be his girlfriend but he doesn't interested in anyone." Song Ha Ting explained to the two of her 

friends. 



"I just don't like him. That's it. I don't want to reject him directly because afraid he will not accept it. If 

he knew I have a boyfriend, he will not try to force me to accept him in public, right?" Yu Qi told the 

truth to them. 

Well, it was true that she doesn't have a boyfriend. But thinking about Long Hui, her heartbeat beat 

faster. If he heard about this matter, he might have grinned to his ear. Asking her who is her boyfriend. 

Chapter 118: Leave Me Alone 

Yu Qi's name became famous overnight. Became famous because she was the one who gained attention 

from the handsome senior at Starlight University. In the morning, when she went out of the hostel 

building, she could see some of the female students stared at her. And some of them followed her from 

behind. 

Luckily the medical faculty building was limited only to the medical students. Non-medical students 

were not allowed to enter the building. If not, she might also be followed inside the faculty. The power 

of the handsome senior was scared. This was only Bai Shu Jin. What if the man was Long Hui? Yu Qi 

sighed. Her life here already became a mess. She wanted to stay low key but this incident destroyed 

everything. 

"Hi, famous girl." Ding Na An greeted her in the class. 

"Hi, unfamous girl." Yu Qi played her back. 

"The news was spread overnight. Everyone seems to look for you. They wonder how you manage to 

catch the attention of their idol." Ding Na An laughed when talked to her. 

"I also wonder why that man interested in me." Yu Qi made a small laugh. 

"Yu Qi, I heard Senior Bai Shu Jin confessed to you." Another student came and talked to her. 

"Yes." 

"How lucky. I wish I'm the one." 

"But I also hear you rejected him." Another student joined. 

"Yes." 

"Why?" 

"I think I'm not suitable for him. Also, I have a boyfriend too." 

"You already have a boyfriend?" 

"How lucky." 

The chat chit stopped when a lecturer came and started the class. The peace came around. Yu Qi gave 

her full attention to the class. 

The class finished. So they wanted to grab some lunch. Yu Qi already forgot that she was the person 

people wanted to know right now. She just went to yesterday cafe together with some of her course 

mates. 



Everyone keeps looking at her and whispering. She just became a deaf person. However, someone did 

not satisfy with this. A lovely girl came to their table. 

"Who is Tang Yu Qi?" Despite her lovely appearance, her voice did not match it. She sounded very angry. 

"I'm. Why?" Answering that girl with a lazy voice, Yu Qi in the middle of stuffing her stomach with some 

food. 

"What? You are Tang Yu Qi?" That girl was shocked. 

Yu Qi looked up to that girl with her mouth filled with food making her look very ugly. Yu Qi did not care 

much about her look right now. She skipped breakfast so she was really hungry right now. 

"How can Brother Shu Jin like someone like you?" That girl was very disgusted with Yu Qi right now. She 

wanted to take a look at the girl that captured her Brother Shu Jin's heart. But now... 

"Are you lying to me?"That girl spoke again. 

" Miss, we don't lie to you. This is genuine Tang Yu Qi."Yu Qi's coursemate, Wol Pei Shi spoke on behalf 

of Yu Qi. 

"Lie. I don't believe you." That girl raised her voice. 

Yu Qi finished her meal and went to the sink. She washed her face and her hand. That girl still at their 

table. 

"Lie or not. Why that's matter to you?" Yu Qi eyeing her coldly. 

That girl stunned with Yu Qi's aura. She grew up in aristocrat family but even she did not have this kind 

of aura. The aura that standing above everyone. 

"I don't care about your thinking or your Brother Shu Jin thinking. Stop pushing your thing into me. It 

was very annoying." Yu Qi spoke in a clear voice making everyone heard enough to her words. 

Yu Qi actually knew this girl is. She already met her in her past life. She was Bai Feng Jiu, the cousin of 

Bai Shu Jin. In her past life, she knew her when the first day she got to know that she was engaged with 

Bai Shu Jin. 

Like this, Bai Feng Jiu came to her office and wanted to know which one her Brother Shu Jin's fiancee. Yu 

Qi at that moment was surrounded with paperwork. She was in her worst appearance. So Bai Feng Jiu 

reacted like the mothers-in-law. She complained about her appearance saying a girl must be nice 

especially when came to Bai Family. 

That time she ended listening to her nagging. Not once her work had done on that day due to her 

nagging. Well, despite that, she might a good girl. 

But now, Bai Feng Jiu attacked Yu Qi out of nowhere. Yu Qi was not Bai Shu Jin's fiancee anymore. She 

had been killed by her own called fiancee. And she was disturbed when she was eating. Who's does not 

mad with people disturbed them when they are eating? 



"As I said before, I already have a boyfriend. And I don't think that I'm going to change it. So, leave me 

alone. If not, I will make you do that." Yu Qi gave a warning to all the students at that cafe. She took her 

things and left elegantly. 

All of the students there were speechless. Bai Feng Jiu was more speechless than others. Like her 

Brother Shu Jin said that, that girl was different than others. 

Chapter 119: Outside Training 

The gossip was cooling down after her confrontation between Bai Feng Jiu. Others knew that she did not 

have an interest in Bai Shu Jin. However, some of them might think it was a technique to make Bai Shu 

Jin interested in her and confused others. 

Yu Qi cared less about people's thought. They could think about whatever they want. She was on her 

way to shooting ground club. Today the shooting club turn. She made some arrangement to attend both 

of the clubs, shooting club and martial arts club. On her way, Yu Qi met some of their seniors of the 

shooting club. 

She greeted them. " Hi, Seniors." 

"Oh, Yu Qi is here. Our turn finally arrives. Yeah, ~~~" Vice-captain, Jung Xi Wan said loudly. This was 

always their reaction when Yu Qi showed up at the shooting club after finishing her week with a martial 

arts club. 

"A week without our queen is bored." Shi Man Xie, another senior joined them. 

Yu Qi laughed. The shooting club only had male members in the clubs. At first, there were a lot of girls 

that wanted to join the club. Because there was a lot of people that wanted to join so, Captain of the 

shooting club, Hang Ru Yen made a test for everyone as a condition to join the club. 

The funny part was when Captain Hang Ru Yen announced what kind of test they were doing to do, 

everyone ran away except those who really want to join. Of course, they would run away. Who wants to 

endure 2kg of water on the both of hands and not moving around for 1 hour? 

So, only about twelve people that left. They really wanted to enter the club. When they wanted to start 

the test, Captain Hang Ru Yen clapped his hand together with old members. 

"Congratulation. Welcome to our shooting club." Captain Hang Ru Yen said with a big smile. 

"But we don't even start the test yet." One of them felt weird throw the question. 

"The test was a lie. We just want to welcome those who really really interested in shooting. So the test 

was a trap." Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan told the truth. 

"So, welcome our new members." Captain Hang Ru Yen said once again. 

"Why there is no girl interest with our club?" An old member said faking his crying. 

"Don't worry my friend. I already recruit one. Queen of shooting." Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan said 

proudly. 

"Wait! Are you talking about that Tang Yu Qi? Really?" 



"I think she entered the martial arts club. I heard some of their members talking about that." 

"Yeah, I heard about that too." 

"I saw when she first touch the gun. She was very familiar with them. Then when she shot, feel like she 

was shooting at me. I already fall in love with her." 

"The girl that I recruit is her. She also entered our club along with the martial arts club." Vice-captain 

Jung Xi Wan announced it once again. 

"Really?" 

"We got a girl in our club. It was a blessing." 

The boy members of the shooting club acted like an idiot after hearing their club got a girl as their 

member club. The new members of the shooting club gave a weird look at their seniors that already 

acting like that. 

Back to present 

They all arrived at the shooting club's training ground. Captain Hang Ru Yen already here together with a 

few members who were getting ready for shooting training. 

"Hi, everyone." Yu Qi greeted everyone. 

"Honey, our daughter finally come back." Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan started his acting. 

He always acted like this with Captain Hang Ru Yen. 'Her daughter'? Of course Yu Qi. 'Honey' was 

Captain Hang Ru Yen. And he was a 'mother and wife'. 

"I'm so happy about seeing our daughter. Are you?" Vice-captain held Captain Hang Ru Yen's hand. 

Everyone was holding their laugh. Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan always liked teasing Captain Jung Xi Wan 

and asking for a beat. 

Captain Hang Ru Yen kicked his ass. Even though he managed to avoid a little bit but it also hurt. 

"Get ready. We going to start training." Captain Hang Ru Ye ordered all of them. 

They had a manual for their training. Warming up, running, and lifted some weight to exercise their 

hand. Shooting required the strength of hands. So, lifting some weight help them to develop their hand's 

muscle. 

Yu Qi did not exclude from this manual. She also followed them. Even though she was a girl, she did not 

want to use them as an excuse for not following the manual. 

They finished the manual. Then they would start the shooting training. There were twenty shooting 

boards. The members were about forty-three people. So they would take turns for shooting. Yu Qi 

waiting for her turn together with the members. 

"Yu Qi, I heard about Bai Shu Jin confess to You. So, how is that?" 

Yu Qi smiled and sighed. 'Not this topic again. Do men also like gossip?' 



"Well..." 

"What? That bastard dared to lay his eyes on my daughter." Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan joined the 

conversation. 

"Yes, I also saw that day. She had been confessed by him in the public." 

"How brave." 

"But our queen rejected them. She said she already has a boyfriend." 

"What? My daughter, when did you start having a boyfriend? Remember all men are a wolf." Vice-

captain Jung Xi Wan advised her like a true mother. 

Yu Qi's lips were itching wanted to tell him that don't forget he was also a man. Saying like that, just 

admitting that he was also a wolf. Other members also thought the same way as Yu Qi. Finally, their turn 

to practice shooting. 

The club activities were over two hours later. Everyone started to pack to go back. Same as Yu Qi. Yu Qi 

wanted to go to the cafe to buy some dinner for three. Other two were her little cuties, Bo Ya and Aoi. 

"Wait, everyone. I have an announcement to make." Captain Hang Ru Yen made everyone stopped 

doing what they doing just now. 

"Honey, just don't announce it here. I'm shy." Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan made a joke. 

Everyone laughed except Captain Hang Ru Yen. He ignored Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan and went straight 

to the point. 

"We will be going to have outside training during this mid-break for about one week. Make sure to 

participate in it. You will not regret. I will give you the detail another time." Captain Hang Ru Yen said. 

The first-year student began to ask about it to their seniors. The seniors did not give any information to 

them. Yu Qi just let the flow be. She guesses it might fun having outside training. 

Chapter 120: I'sm Your Commander 

Everyone looked excited. They were waiting for the bus for their outside training. Only the backpack 

behind her, Yu Qi stood up accompanied with Aoi at her leg. 

Yu Qi got permission from Captain Hang Ru Yen to bring Aoi. The club members were already familiar 

with her dog since Yu Qi brought Aoi to her club sometimes. 

Aoi showed aloof look to his master club members. He did not like men. He did not let them touched or 

patted him. Only Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan managed to do one stroke at his head and had been awarded 

a bite on his hand by Aoi. 

The bus arrived. Captain Hang Yu Ren asked Yu Qi to enter and chooses the seat first. Yu Qi and Aoi 

entered the bus. Yu Qi decided to take the seat in the middle. The bus finally filled by the club members. 

Their advisor, Mr. Chin Hao also would be joined for the outside training. 



The journey began. The members started to sing. Some of them talked, joked and laughed. The 

atmosphere was very cheerful. Yu Qi also joined them. 

They traveled about two hours before arriving at their destination. They excited to know about their 

destination. Captain Hang Ru Yen was very secretive about their training location. Even Vice-captain 

Jung Xi Wan zipped his mouth about the location when some of the club members asked him about 

that. 

The closer them to the location, the more they curious about that. They could see they were heading to 

the jungle. More like the mountain. The bus stopped. Ahead of them, there was an entrance with some 

of the soldier patronizing the entrance. 

The club members were shocked. Is this the military camp? Are we going to train here? Captain Hang Ru 

Yen asked the club members to go out of the bus. 

"Gather around. This is where we will be going to spend our week. As you can see it is a military camp. 

We are going to do our training here. First, before we can enter the camp, we will be inspected by the 

soldier. They will look inside our bag." Captain Hang Ru Yen explained the situation. 

So, the soldier inspected their bag. 

"Yu Qi, don't worry. A female soldier will inspect your bag." Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan said. 

Yu Qi was relieved hearing the statement. She thought the male soldier would be inspected her bag 

making her uncomfortable about that. A female soldier came and inspected her bag. Clear. She entered 

the military camp. 

The club members finished all the inspection. All were clear. They gathered around waiting for the next 

instruction. 

"Okay, guys. As I speak just now. We are going to spend one week here. We will train most likely using 

the manual training that soldier here used. It might be difficult at the beginning but I hope all of us can 

preserve." Captain Hang Ru Yen said. 

"If you can't preserve, when this training is finished, there is some punishment to those can't preserve. I 

don't think that you want to suffer it." Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan said with an evil smile. 

"No, we will preserve." The old members said in unison. 

The new members could not help to wonder what kind of punishment they were going to experience. 

"Good. We can do this. Let preserve until the end." Vice-captain Jung Xi Wan cheered. 

"Now we will follow the instructions from the military itself. Just wait." Captain Hang Ru Yen then 

stopped talking. 

"I wonder what kind of punishment that our vice-captain said. Our seniors seem to do not want to 

experience that punishment so much." 

"Who wants to experience the punishment? Are you a masochist?" 

"I guess the last time punishment was so bad that they don't have to experience it again." 



The whispers stopped when a soldier came. 

"Okay, guys. We already prepare the place that you will be staying for this week. The men, you can 

follow me. The woman, you can follow this soldier." The soldier pointed to the female soldier behind 

him. "Start moving now." 

The club members followed the soldier. While Yu Qi followed the female soldier. 

"Are you the only woman in your club?" The female soldier asked with her husky voice. 

"Yes." Yu Qi answered. 

"Is it difficult?" 

"No. I think sister's job is more difficult. Being a female soldier is not easy. I respect you." Yu Qi 

commented. 

"Yeah. I guess it was difficult at the beginning. Now I don't think so." The female soldier said. "What is 

your name?" 

"Tang Yu Qi." 

"I'm Ding Guan Ye." 

"Nice to meet you, sister Guan Ye." 

"We arrive at our hostel. It is you will be staying for a week." Ding Guan Ye pointed at the building. "You 

going to stay with the female soldiers in this camp. Our numbers in this camp are not much. Only thirty-

five female soldiers in this camp. The hostel consists of ten big rooms. One room can pack about 10 

people. You will stay in the same room as me." 

"Okay, Sister Guan Ye. Thank you." 

They entered the room. There were five people in the room. They looked at Yu Qi when she entered the 

room. 

"Is that girl came for our training? I don't think she can endure our manual training looking at her body." 

A female soldier commented while looking at Yu Qi's body. Her voice could be heard by Yu Qi. 

"Looking at her fair skin. Must be a daughter from a rich family. I envy her." 

"Jung Min, Song Lin. Enough." Ding Guan Ye commended. The female soldiers shut their mouth. 

"Put your thing. You have a puppy. Do take care of him. Don't let the puppy wanders around." Ding 

Guan Ye said while looking at Aoi. "We will leave in fifteen minutes. Change your clothes to the training 

clothes that given." 

"Yes, ma'am." Yu Qi answered. Putting the important thing in the locker given, she changed her clothes. 

Aoi just waiting for her master without running around. Sharp fifteen minutes, Ding Guan Ye called her 

to leave. She had been brought to the clubs members. They waited for the next instruction. 



Then someone appeared in front of them with a cold expression. Eyeing the club members, his eyes 

stopped at Yu Qi. His eyes showed some tenderness for a flash then turned back to normal. Anyone 

would miss that but she saw Long Hui greeted her in a special way. 

"Everyone, I'm your commander in this training, Long Hui. You will follow all of my commands after 

this." Long Hui started to introduce himself. 

 


